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This is not a new topic ...
● Prejudices and Antipathies: 
A Tract on the LC Subject 
Heads Concerning People, 
Berman, Sanford     1971
● Three Decades Since 
Prejudices and Antipathies: 
A Study of Changes in the 
Library of Congress Subject 
Headings, 
Knowlton, Steven A.     2005
Impacts of bias on 
education
“By utilizing the language and 
perspective of a particular group 
of readers ... LCSH can make 
materials hard to find for other 
users, stigmatize certain groups 
of people with inaccurate or 
demeaning labels, and create 
the impression that certain 
points of view are normal and 
others unusual.”
Three Decades Since Prejudices and 
Antipathies: A Study of Changes in the Library 
of Congress Subject Headings  --Steven A. 
Knowlton




INTERRUPTING BIAS IN THE 
CATALOG 
Awareness -- the Dartmouth initiative
While researching a paper on undocumented students, 
Melissa Padilla, Dartmouth class of 2016, realized that nearly 
every article or book she looked at included “illegal alien” in 
the subject list of the bibliographic record.
Action 
● Padilla brought this to the non-partisan student action 
group Coalition for Immigration Reform, Equality, and 
DREAMers (CoFIRED). 
● The group approached Dartmouth librarians, who 
petitioned Library of Congress to revise “Aliens” with 
“Non-citizens” and “illegal aliens” with “unauthorized 
immigration. 
Change
● After an initial denial by LC, more librarians rallied in favor 
and re-submitted the request. 
● The Library of Congress approved the changes. 
Resistance!
● Republicans on the House Appropriations Committee 
introduced a provision (calling for the terms’ 
reinstatement) into a report accompanying a bill for 
funding legislative branch agencies, including the Library 
of Congress
● The Library of Congress tabled the decision.
(You can watch a very fine documentary on this):
Contested Subjects: Coalition-based 







Grassroots Initiatives Spark Awareness
Freshly kindled awareness of a long-known issue stimulated 
changes in libraries across the country.
Spreading the word
Lopez and Wright provided workflow documentation of their 
methodology at presentations the Colorado State Library has 
included their training presentation on CSL IN SESSION - 
Radical
Cataloging
An approach to change ...
Radical
Cataloging
An approach to change ...
What about music?










● Western art music





















in four Asian 
countries
OCLC & Music
-- a few more examples ...
● MARC Forms of Musical 
Composition codes: 
Exclusively European & 
American Music
● MARC Instruments & Voices 
Codes: Exclusively European 
& American music
● Native American music: 563 
federally recognized tribes;  









Creating a Social Justice Mindset: Diversity, 
Inclusion, and Social Justice in the Collections 
Directorate of the MIT Libraries  -- MIT DJIS Report, Feb. 2017
2.8 The MIT Libraries uses the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and 
Names Authorities, yet these have a history of biases against underrepresented 
groups that include using pejorative terms and Anglicizing names. The MIT 
Libraries should strive to use inclusive terms and methods in its work. 
2.9 Address the long-standing bias against non-English language 
material—resulting in their deprioritization and inequitable handling—in order to 
promote the representation of marginalized voices. .
Specifics
2.8.1. Continue to suggest and create new Library of Congress Subject Headings 
and Authority records using non-Anglicized forms of names and within-group 
vocabularies.
2.8.2. Following the lead of academic research universities such as Harvard and 
Columbia, accept vocabularies other than the Library of Congress into the library 
catalog. This includes the familiar Getty Thesauri (Art & 40 Architecture Thesaurus 
and the Getty Thesaurus of Geographic Names), as well as those in the Open 
Metadata Registry
2.4. ... ensure that the format of materials does not create unnecessary barriers to 
their acquisition and preservation. Accept unusual formats, including ephemera 
















● University of Colorado Boulder
● Regis University
● Add your name here!
Diversity, equity, inclusion in the catalog: 
(some) Paths forward
● Build Awareness 
○ Communicate with colleagues and administrators
● Participate in Social Action
○ Suggest changes to the Library of Congress
○ Devise approaches to improve the catalog
● Innovate for Change
○ Change the catalog by changing the collections
○ Utilize vocabularies outside LCSH 
ALL our users. All of us.
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Contested Subjects: Coalition-based Activism in the Library. 
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ALCTS CaMMS Subject Analysis Committee (Cataloging and 
Metadata Management Section) Annual 2016 - Report from the 




Library of Congress Drops Illegal Subject Heading, Provokes 




Using Create Lists and Global Updates to Foster Diversity 
and Inclusiveness in the Library Catalog, Laura Wright and 
Sol Lopez. 2018 August 6.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pr-QvO-jWj-n2pjVRcJxdNtoNzDo
3-Uw/view?usp=sharing
Using Alternative Subject Headings Locally to Promote 
Inclusiveness and Diversity, Sol Lopez. 2018 June 6.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VsrKOQU0hFu4EpuFPyZcpvxiGl
DRHWlG/view?usp=sharing
Decolonizing Catalogs in Tribal College Libraries, Hannah 






Using Create Lists and Global Updates to Foster Diversity and 




Using Alternative Subject Headings Locally to Promote Inclusiveness 
and Diversity, Sol Lopez. 2018 June 6.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VsrKOQU0hFu4EpuFPyZcpvxiGlDRHWlG/
view?usp=sharing
Decolonizing Catalogs in Tribal College Libraries, Hannah Buckland. 
Presented 2017 May 16 at the 2017 ALCTS Exchange.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUmS2dmngE0&feature=youtu.be
